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Article abstract
The State fills several functions in advanced capitalist societies. Its structure,
and its programs even more so, are at issue firstly in the tensions between the
different parts of the bourgeoisie, and secondly in the struggles between the
bourgeoisie and dominated groups. The line of demarcation and of
confrontation between these groups progresses and retreats over the years.
Francophone minorities in Canada are no exception to this structuring of the
State. It is therefore very useful to analyze the situation of Francophones in
Saskatchewan who, despite a most precarious linguistic situation, obtained two
formal agreements from the federal government in 1988. Following on these
agreements, the Franco-Saskatchewan community developed a provincial
development strategy. This paper analyzes the repercussions of this strategy
and of the Agreement on relations between Franco-Saskatchewans as a
dominated group and the State. We conclude that the contradictions inherent
in such an agreement allow a dominated group greater autonomy and control
over its situation while presenting the risk of closer links to the structures and
the wheels of the State.
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